Caring For Your Furniture
To get the most out of your investment, you should follow the general guidelines below:


Always protect your suite from direct sunlight, as this will accelerate the natural
ongoing discolouration process.



On pigmented leather, dust should be removed by vacuuming and wiping with a
slightly damp cloth or recommended leather cleaner on a regular basis. Always use
approved leather cleaning products rather than household cleaning products which
may damage the treated surface of the leather.



Aniline leathers require particular care, as they lack a protective coating. Use products specifically designed for these types of finish and follow instructions carefully.
Always test any cleaning process on an unseen area.



Never place leather furniture against any heating source such as a radiator.



To remove spillages, do not rub into the leather as this will cause staining.



Liquids should be quickly removed from the leather by using the edge of absorbent
paper towels and then dabbing the area lightly with clean towels.



Sweat or perspiration may cause harm to leather, such as colour-loss and cracking.
To minimise the risk of this happening in heavily used areas such as the arm and
head rests, we advise that the cleaning instructions are regularly adhered to.



Seat, arm and back cushions should, where possible, be regularly plumped up to
maintain the shape of your suite.



Try to avoid sitting on the edges of cushions or arms, as this may cause uneven
wear and distortion of the padding and leather.



Certain non-colourfast clothing such as denim can stain light coloured leather if it
comes into regular contact.



Sharp objects may scratch the surface.



Castor cups are useful to reduce indentations on carpets and wood flooring.



Strong sunlight can cause leather to fade and crack.
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Giovanni — Sofa Range
The Giovanni range uses a bright but traditional leather, providing a timeless piece for your living space to admire in years to come.



Shown in: Miami Leather (Colour: Camel)
100% Genuine Italian Leather

Giovanni Extra Large Sofa
H81 x W241 x D90cm

Our Sales Assistants are fully trained on this range so feel free to ask
them any questions in-store or online.

Caruso Leather is a Full-Aniline leather.


Dyed the whole way through in the colour Marine 14704



Approx. 1.1mm in thickness



Full-Aniline leathers offer little to no protection—you will see most
of the marks and blemishes that natural leather provides



Spends longer in the tannery to ensure a softer finish



Natural markings are enhanced



Hides finished in tanneries in the Northern Italy

Giovanni Large Sofa
H81 x W205 x D90cm

Giovanni Loveseat
H81 x W171 x D90cm
Please note our natural leathers will change appearance as it ages, and
colour will vary from piece to piece. Every hide is unique, like a fingerprint. Variation is to be expected and is synonymous with high quality
natural leather.

Giovanni Armchair
H81 x W101 x D90cm
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